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Abstract
Recent studies on knowledge graphs (KGs) show that path-based methods empowered by pre-trained language models perform well in the provision of inductive and explainable relation predictions. In this paper, we introduce the concepts of relation path coverage and relation path confidence to filter out unreliable paths prior to model training to elevate the model performance. Moreover, we propose Knowledge Reasoning Sentence Transformer (KRST) to predict inductive relations in KGs. KRST is designed to encode the extracted reliable paths in KGs, allowing us to properly cluster paths and provide multi-aspect explanations. We conduct extensive experiments on three real-world datasets. The experimental results show that compared to SOTA models, KRST achieves the best performance in most transductive and inductive test cases (4 of 6), and in 11 of 12 few-shot test cases.

Introduction
As an important tool for providing side information for question answering and recommendation systems (Ji et al. 2021), knowledge graph (KG) has been widely studied. A KG is typically expressed in terms of triplets $G = \{(h_i, r_i, t_i)\}_{i=1,2,3,...,m}$, which contains entities $h_i, t_i \in E_G$ and relations $r_i \in R_G$. Because of the incompleteness of KGs in practice, knowledge graph completion (KGC) is needed to improve the quality of KGs. One of the most important KGC tasks is relation prediction. Given the target triplet $(h, r, t)$, a relation prediction query is usually set by masking the entity $h$ or $t$ in the given triplet and letting the model predict the masked entity based on the other entity and the relation type.

Embedding-based methods are probably the most commonly applied SOTA models. With a fixed set of entities and relations, embedding-based methods perform fairly well in KGC tasks. However, most existing embedding-based methods are not explainable and cannot deal with inductive situations, making them not suitable for modeling real-world dynamic KGs, wherein new entities and relations may be added all the time. Inductive relation prediction requires the model to handle unseen entities unavailable in the training graph.

GNN-based methods take advantage of the KG’s graph connectivity, thus, are capable of predicting new entities with a sufficient number of known neighboring entities. Recent GNN-based method GRAIL (Teru, Denis, and Hamilton 2020) is shown to be capable of conducting inductive relation predictions. Nonetheless, extracting explainable rules is left for further exploration in GRAIL. So far, no evidence shows that GRAIL is explainable.

Different from GNN-based methods, path-based methods take advantage of the graph connectivity by analyzing paths between the head and tail entities. When we focus only on the relations in one path, they can be formulated as a Horn rule (Horn 1951) for knowledge reasoning. Therefore, in path-based methods, new entities can be easily modeled by applying the summarized rules. For example, w.r.t Figure 1, for triplet $(\text{Small Soldiers}, \text{Film Language}, \text{English})$ and the corresponding path

\begin{align*}
\text{Small Soldiers} & \rightarrow \text{Perform} \rightarrow \text{Sarah} \rightarrow \text{Person Language} \rightarrow \text{English}, \\
\end{align*}

we can summarize that

\begin{align*}
(y, \text{Perform}, x) \land (y, \text{Person Language}, z) \rightarrow (x, \text{Film Language}, z). \\
\end{align*}

Such rule-based operations make path-based methods inductive and highly explainable. BERTRL (Zha, Chen, and Yan 2022), which employs the pre-trained language model BERT for scoring, is one typical model of such type. Using contextual descriptions of entities and relations, BERTRL...
can deal with inductive cases and provide single-path explanations, achieving the best SOTA results in the literature.

To further improve the relation prediction performance and strive for better explainability, in this paper, we propose **Knowledge Reasoning Sentence Transformer (KRST)**, which is a novel path-based model built upon the sentence transformer. The key innovations of KRST are as follows:

**Path extraction.** Although paths between head and tail entities can be easily extracted, most of the extracted paths may be unreliable. Moreover, unreliable short paths with words also appearing in the target triplets are usually preferred by the pre-trained language model. To assess the reliability of paths and only use reliable ones for model training, we propose the concepts of relation path coverage and relation path confidence (see Definitions 4 and 5, respectively).

**Pre-trained language model.** Compared with the commonly applied BERT for sequence classification model, the sentence transformer adopting cosine similarity achieves a higher performance in multiple tasks (Reimers and Gurevych 2019). Therefore, we adopt sentence transformer in KRST to encode triplets and paths into embeddings, which allows us to explicitly compare between embeddings and cluster paths w.r.t various aspects.

**Loss function.** In KRST, we compare the similarity between paths and triplets using the cosine similarity score. In the case of negative triplets, negative scores are not necessarily close to $-1$. Nevertheless, commonly applied binary classification loss functions (e.g., cross-entropy) often make the model over-confident by requiring the prediction result to be close to either 1 or $-1$. Therefore, we use cosine embedding loss instead, aiming to better elevate the model performance.

Our key contributions in this paper are as follows:

(i) We propose two novel path extraction metrics named relation path coverage and relation path confidence, and a novel path-based model named KRST. To the best of our knowledge, KRST is the first sentence transformer model for knowledge graph path encoding.

(ii) We develop a comprehensive approach for relation prediction explanation, which enables the provision of explanations from multiple paths and multiple perspectives.

(iii) We assess the performance of KRST on three transductive and inductive datasets: WN18RR, FB15k-237, and NELL-959. KRST obtains significantly better results than SOTA models in majority cases (15 of 18).

**Related Work**

**Embedding-based methods:** Such methods (e.g., ComplEx (Trouillon et al. 2017), ConvE (Dettmers et al. 2018), and TuckER (Balaei, Allen, and Hospedales 2019)) generate embeddings for entities and relationships in the latent space. Score functions are proposed for training and evaluating within triplets. The most representative embedding-based methods are the translation methods (e.g., TransE (Bordes et al. 2013), TransH (Wang et al. 2014), TransR (Lin et al. 2015), and TransD (Ji et al. 2015)). The key idea behind the translation models is to treat the process of finding valid triplets as the translation operation of entities through relationships, define the corresponding score function, and then minimize the loss function to learn the representation of entities and relationships (Chen et al. 2020).

**GNN-based methods:** Such methods (e.g., CompGCN (Vashishth et al. 2019) and R-GCN (Schlichtkrull et al. 2018)) pass messages between a node and its neighbors. These approaches take advantage of the graph connectivities. They are able to deal with a particular inductive situation where the new entity is surrounded by entities already known. GRAIL (Teru, Denis, and Hamilton 2020) is proposed to handle KGs with entirely new entities. However, GRAIL is not explainable as the author stated in (Teru, Denis, and Hamilton 2020). Challenged by the number of reachable entities that grows exponentially with the search depth, when given a dense KG, GNN-based methods may not well capture the correct long path information and hence may not perform well in relation prediction tasks.

**Path-based methods:** Such methods aim to find one (or multiple) logical reasoning path(s) between the query head and tail entities. PRA (Lao, Mitchell, and Cohen 2011) and AMIE (Galarraga et al. 2013) generate Horn rules (Horn 1951), which have a broader definition than paths. However, due to noises in real-world KGs, their performance is limited because they are only applicable for exact matches. DeepPath (Xiong, Hoang, and Wang 2017) and MINERVA (Das et al. 2017) learn to generate paths by reinforcement learning, whereby positive rewards are given when having successful target arrivals. These approaches can be applied to new entities and are naturally explainable. Nevertheless, they are also challenged by the exponentially growing reachable entities, which leads to sparse rewards.

**Methods with pre-trained language model:** With the great success achieved in various NLP tasks, pre-trained language models (PLMs) (e.g., BERT (Devlin et al. 2018), GPT (Radford et al. 2018) and XLNet (Yang et al. 2019)) show great potential in dealing with contextual descriptions. KG-BERT (Yao, Mao, and Luo 2019) extends embedding-based methods by fine-tuning BERT. Using contextual descriptions for entities and relations, BERT model is able to understand a triplet and output a classification label. KG-BERT works well in inductive settings but is not explainable because of the incomprehensible embeddings. Different from KG-BERT, BERTRL (Zha, Chen, and Yan 2022) incorporates path-based methods with BERT. Specifically, BERTRL converts triplets and the corresponding paths into sentences, and fine-tunes the pre-trained BERT for sequence classification. Because BERTRL uses all paths (shorter than $L$) as inputs without filtering, its performance may be limited. Recently, sentence transformer models is shown to outperform BERT on common STS and transfer learning tasks (Reimers and Gurevych 2019). In addition, BERT for sequence classification requires two sentences to input together and make an implicit comparison, while sentence transformer encodes sentences separately, allowing more flexible comparisons among sentences. In this paper, we adopt sentence transformer to provide a multi-aspect explanation.
Preliminary

We start this section by introducing the commonly applied logical reasoning path. Then we introduce the definition and common settings for inductive relation prediction.

Definition 1 (Logical Reasoning Path). Given a KG G = \{(h_i, r_i, t_i) | i = 1, 2, 3, ..., m\}, \(h_i, t_i \in E_G\) and \(r_i \in R_G\), one possible logical reasoning path \(p(h, r, t)\) and the corresponding relation path \(R_p(h, r, t)\) are defined as follows:

\[
p(h, r, t) = h \xrightarrow{r_1} e_1 \xrightarrow{r_2} e_2 \xrightarrow{r_3} ... \xrightarrow{r_{n-1}} e_{n-1} \xrightarrow{r_n} t,
\]

\[
R_p(h, r, t) = (r_1, r_2, ..., r_{n-1}, r_n),
\]

where \((h, r_1, e_1), ..., (e_{n-1}, r_n, t) \in G \setminus \{(h, r, t)\}\).

From the perspective of knowledge graph reasoning, the relation prediction task can be viewed as a logical induction problem to identify the inductive and explainable logical reasoning paths. Because logical reasoning paths are sequential in nature, we can easily convert them into sentences. However, a large proportion of paths are either illogical or entity-dependent in real-world KGs, which cannot be applied to inductive relation prediction (see Definition 2). To address this problem, we define relation path coverage and relation path confidence to filter out unreliable or meaningless paths (see Definitions 4 and 5, respectively).

Definition 2 (Inductive Relation Prediction). Given a training graph \(G_{\text{train}}(E_{G_{\text{train}}}, R_{G_{\text{train}}})\), a testing graph \(G_{\text{test}}(E_{G_{\text{test}}}, R_{G_{\text{test}}})\) and a query triplet \((h_q, r_q, t_q)\), a relation prediction is inductive if:

1. \(E_{G_{\text{train}}} \cap E_{G_{\text{test}}} = \emptyset\),
2. \(R_{G_{\text{test}}} \subseteq R_{G_{\text{train}}}, r_q \in R_{G_{\text{train}}}\).

With the emergence of real-world ever-evolving KGs, dealing with new relations and entities is a necessity. We focus on the inductive setting introduced by GRAIL (Teru, Denis, and Hamilton 2020), which contains a training graph, a testing graph, and a series of query triplets. Only the training graph is visible during training. Because both GNN-based methods and path-based methods make use of the graph connectivity, the test graph is only applied to extract neighbors or paths w.r.t query triplets during testing, respectively.

Methodology

Our proposed architecture comprises three steps for relation prediction, with the intuition that a triplet and its corresponding reliable paths should have similar semantics when converted to sentences. Specifically, KRST 1) filters unreliable logical reasoning paths extracted for model training, 2) converts paths and triplets into sentences by sentence formation, and 3) measures semantic similarity scores and makes relation predictions based on them.

Path Extraction with Filtering

Following the idea of knowledge reasoning, a logical reasoning path is determined by its support evidence w.r.t the target triplet. To train the model with both positive and negative samples, we extract logical reasoning paths from KGs for both positive and negative target triplets. However, many extracted paths are unreliable. For example, for positive triplet (Sarah, Profession, Actor) and negative triplet (Sarah, Profession, Director), we can both extract paths with the same relation path (Gender, Gender\(^{-1}\), Profession) as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Sarah} & \xrightarrow{\text{Female}} \text{Kathryn} \xrightarrow{\text{Profession}} \text{Actor}, \quad (5) \\
\text{Sarah} & \xrightarrow{\text{Female}} \text{Allyson} \xrightarrow{\text{Profession}} \text{Director}. \quad (6)
\end{align*}
\]

Paths (5) and (6) are similar and contribute little to distinguish the profession. Therefore, we consider paths with relation path (Gender, Gender\(^{-1}\), Profession) to be unreliable. Although the unreliable paths should be excluded from model training, because they are similar to the target triplet, they may be given a high similarity score and hence mistakenly considered as reliable. For example, another path for triplet (Sarah, Profession, Actor) is as follows:

\[
\text{Sarah} \xrightarrow{\text{Female}} \text{SmallSoldiers} \xrightarrow{\text{Company}} \text{Company} \xrightarrow{\text{Female}} \text{Company} \xrightarrow{\text{Profession}} \text{DreamWorks}. \quad (7)
\]

This path is relatively more reliable than Path (5) because it involves the person in the same company for prediction. However, after being converted to sentences, Path (5) is assumed to be more similar by PLMs (shorter and contains words in target triplet). Because (Sarah, Profession, Actor) is a positive triplet, model training reinforces this bias, leading to an even higher score for Path (5) after using it for training. These unreliable paths significantly limit the model performance. To exclude unreliable extracted paths from training, we perform path filtering. How we identify unreliable logical reasoning paths are introduced as follows.

Definition 3 (Relation Path Support). Given a triplet \((h, r, t)\) and a relation path \(R_p\) the head and tail relation path support of \(R_p\) is defined as follows:

\[
supp_{R_p}(h, r, t) = \#p(h, r, t), \quad R_p(h, r, t) = R_p',
\]

where \#p(h, r, t) denotes the number of logical reasoning paths on G w.r.t \((h, r, t)\).

Relation path support \(supp_{R_p}(h, r, t)\) measures the number of paths containing the same relations with \(R_p\) between \(h\) and \(t\). With a larger support score, \(R_p\) is more common among paths between \(h\) and \(t\). However, relation path support represents an unbounded value. Entity pairs with better connectivity usually have a larger support number. To further assess the ratio of the support, we define relation path coverage and relation path confidence, respectively.

Definition 4 (Relation Path Coverage). Given a triplet \((h, r, t)\) and a relation path \(R_p\), the head and tail relation path coverage of \(R_p\) is defined as follows:

\[
cover_{R_p}^h(h, r, t) = \frac{supp_{R_p}(h, r, t)}{\#p(h, r, t'), |p(h, r, t')| = |R_p'|}, \quad (9)
\]

\[
cover_{R_p}^t(h, r, t) = \frac{supp_{R_p}(h, r, t)}{\#p(h', r, t), |p(h', r, t)| = |R_p'|}, \quad (10)
\]

where \(|\cdot|\) denotes the length of the path.
In (9) and (10), the number of paths starting from $h$ or ending at $t$ with length $|R_p|$ is adopted as the denominator, respectively.

**Definition 5** (Relation Path Confidence). Given a triplet $(h, r, t)$, the head and tail relation path confidence of a relation path $R_p$ is defined as follows:

$$conf_R(h, r, t) = \frac{supp_{R_p}(h, r, t)}{\sum_{t' \in E_G - \{t\}} supp_{R_p}(h, r, t')}.$$  
(11)

$$conf_R'(h, r, t) = \frac{supp_{R_p}(h, r, t)}{\sum_{h' \in E_G - \{h\}} supp_{R_p}(h', r, t')}.$$  
(12)

In (11) and (12), the total number of all reachable entities starting from $h$ or ending at $t$ w.r.t relation path $R_p$ is adopted as the denominator, respectively.

Relation path coverage measures the ratio over all paths with the same source (or destination) and length, while relation path confidence measures the ratio over all entities that satisfy the target relation paths. To show the effectiveness of relation path confidence, we refer back to Paths (5) and (7). The relation path confidence score for Path (7) is much larger than Path (5). Because in the relation path of $(Gender, Gender^I, Profession)$, $Gender^I$ can lead to multiple people with various professions. Therefore, the number of paths satisfying the relation path of Path (5) is significantly more than that of Path (7), leading to a relatively smaller relation path confidence score for Path (5).

For path extraction, we adopt the breadth-first search, with the maximum search depth $L$ and the maximum number of paths per triplet $M$. These parameters are set to avoid the generation of an unnecessarily large number of paths. Also, paths with excessive length are highly likely illogical. In addition, to ensure a sufficient number of paths per triplet are generated for effective model training, we synchronously perform path filtering and path extraction (see Algorithm 1).

**Sentence Formation**

To leverage the pre-trained parameters of the sentence transformer, KRST converts paths and triplets into sentences. Our key considerations are as follows:

**Entity description selection.** Both long (more than 20 words on average) and short entity descriptions in text are available in various datasets. Long descriptions usually make the sentence description imbalance between entities and relations when being modeled by PLMs, hence, they are less effective under inductive situations. In addition, sentences converted using long descriptions usually exceed the maximum sequence length of the PLM, which need to be truncated as incomplete. Therefore, only short descriptions are applied to KRST.

**Inverse relation.** To provide KRST with sequential order for positional encoding, entities’ and relations’ order in the paths should be preserved after being converted into sentences. A straightforward way is to place the descriptions following the entities’ and relations’ order in paths. However, inverse relations (e.g., $Gender^I$ in Path (5)) occur in the paths and their descriptions are not available. Empirically, a systematic description in KG usually starts with descriptions related to the head entity and ends with descriptions related to the tail entity. Thus, we choose to use the inverse order of words in the sequential relation for inverse relations. Moreover, by doing so, we preserve the similarity between relations and inverse ones, making it easier for the model to understand symmetric relations (e.g., friend, spouse, and teammate).

**Description concatenation.** To obtain a complete sentence, we need to concatenate descriptions of entities and relations in the path. A natural language pattern makes the sentence closer to human expressions. An example w.r.t triplet $(Sarah, Profession, Actor)$ is shown as follows:

**Question:**

Sarah Michelle Gellar is the person profession of what?

**Is the correct answer** Actor?

However, our preliminary results show that formulating complete sentences does not yield better performance than simply combining entities and relations together using semicolons as follows:

Sarah Michelle Gellar; person profession; Actor

This is because the latter approach better preserves the sequential order and relative positions in the paths in PLMs.
Therefore, we choose to use semicolons for description concatenation. For example, the corresponding sentence of Path (5) is formulated as follows:

Sarah Michelle Gellar; person gender; Female;

gender person; Alyson Hannigan; person profession; Actor

**KRST Prediction**

After sentence formation, KRST is able to generate embeddings and make relation predictions. Figure 2 shows the overall model architecture.

For each positive query triplet, multiple reliable logical reasoning paths are extracted correspondingly. After being formatted into sentences, triplets and the corresponding paths have similar semantics, which are measured by the cosine similarity:

\[
\cos(s_1, s_2) = \frac{s_1 \cdot s_2}{\|s_1\|_2 \cdot \|s_2\|_2},
\]

where \(s_1\) and \(s_2\) are the corresponding sentence embeddings.

KRST extracts at most \(|M|\) paths per triplet and converts paths and triplets into embeddings. The similarity score between each path and the corresponding triplet is computed and the path with the highest score is deemed as most reasonable for relation prediction. Therefore, we use the highest score among all paths as the score for each triplet:

\[
score(h, r, t) = \max_{p \in P} \{\cos(s((h, r, t)), s(p))\},
\]

where \(P\) denotes the corresponding path set w.r.t triplet \((h, r, t)\), and \(s(\cdot)\) denotes the embedding function (i.e., KRST) for triplets and paths.

During training, negative triplets are processed with the label of -1. As aforementioned, commonly applied binary loss functions (e.g., cross-entropy and hinge) require the negative scores to be close to -1 (or 0). This is not appropriate in our scenario because the unmatched pair of triplet and path are not necessarily perpendicular to each other. To relax the penalty for loss, we use the cosine embedding loss function:

\[
\mathcal{L}(s_1, s_2, y) = \begin{cases} 
1 - \cos(s_1, s_2), & y = 1, \\
\max(0, \cos(s_1, s_2) - \text{margin}), & y = -1,
\end{cases}
\]

where \(\text{margin} \in (-1, 1)\) and \(y \in \{1, -1\}\) denotes the label. Equation 15 makes the positive score to be close to 1, maximizing similar semantics. On the other hand, the negative score is only constrained to be smaller than \(\text{margin}\).

**Experiments**

We evaluate the performance of KRST in three different settings: transductive, inductive, and few-shot. Then, we demonstrate multi-aspect comprehensive explanations by clustering the embeddings of paths generated by KRST. We implement KRST\(^1\) with a SOTA sentence transformer (all-mpnet-base-v2\(^2\)) on a Tesla V100 GPU with 16GB RAM.

Following the evaluation tasks conducted in (Teru, Denis, and Hamilton 2020) and (Zha, Chen, and Yan 2022), in this paper, we measure the rank and hit rate of one positive triplet among 49 negative triplets. We only randomly generate negative triplets and use them for training and validation. For a fair comparison, we use the negative triplets provided by (Zha, Chen, and Yan 2022) for testing.

**Datasets**

To evaluate the transductive and inductive performance of KRST, we use all three datasets adopted in (Zha, Chen, and Yan 2022), which were introduced by (Teru, Denis, and Hamilton 2020)\(^3\). These datasets are commonly adopted by various inductive approaches and they are the respective subsets of WN18RR, FB15k-237, and NELL-995. In the inductive setting, training entities have no overlap with testing entities.

For few-shot evaluation, we use the corresponding few-shot transductive and few-shot inductive datasets given in (Zha, Chen, and Yan 2022).

**Transductive and Inductive Relation Prediction**

In transductive cases, we extract paths in the training graph for all training, validation, and testing triplets. However, in inductive cases, paths for testing triplets are not available from the training graph, because entities used for testing do not appear in the training graph (see Definition 2). Instead, we use the inductive graphs given in (Teru, Denis, and Hamilton 2020) for path extraction.

We benchmark the performance of KRST against SOTA inductive methods, SOTA embedding-based methods, and SOTA reinforcement learning methods. Table 1 shows the results of transductive and inductive relation prediction. Compared with SOTA methods, KRST methods achieve the

---

\(^1\)github.com/ZhixiangSu/KRST

\(^2\)huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-base-v2

\(^3\)github.com/kteru/grail
best performance under \textit{MRR} (5 of 6) and \textit{Hit@1} (4 of 6) metrics. Specifically, KRST methods achieve significant improvement in the transductive case of WN18RR (+0.216 for \textit{MRR} and +18.0\% for \textit{Hit@1}), inductive case of WN18RR (+0.103 for \textit{MRR} and +6.6\% for \textit{Hit@1}) and inductive case of FB15k-237 (+0.111 for \textit{MRR} and +5.9\% for \textit{Hit@1}).

Among KRST methods, the majority of the best results are achieved by KRST with relation path confidence (8 of 12). Only in 1 of 12 cases, KRST with no filter performs the best. So we empirically show that filtering (especially relation path confidence) elevates model performance. As for the relatively inferior performance of relation path coverage, this is because long paths usually lead to exponentially increasing numbers of reachable entities, making the relation path coverage prefer shorter paths. However, short paths are not necessarily reliable. Therefore, the performance is limited by unreliable paths unfiltered by relation path coverage.

### Few-shot Relation Prediction

In the few-shot settings, wherein only subsets of the entire datasets are given for training, we conduct similar path extractions as done for the entire datasets. Specifically, for transductive cases, training, validation, and testing paths are all extracted from the entire training graph. For inductive cases, paths for inductive training are extracted from the entire training graph, while paths for inductive validation and inductive testing are both extracted from the inductive graph.

Because KRST with relation path confidence achieves the best performance on the entire datasets, we apply it for all few-shot settings. As shown in Table 2, KRST with relation path confidence outperforms SOTA methods in 11 of 12 cases. The average transductive and inductive improvement for \textit{MRR} and \textit{Hit@1} is 0.119 and 0.082 (+3.1\% and +5.0\%), respectively. In addition, the performance gap between few-
shot-1000 and few-shot-2000 samples is small (smaller than 0.015 for MRR in 5 of 6 cases). These results illustrate the strong generalization capability of KRST, which requires a lesser amount of samples to achieve on-par performance.

**Multi-Aspect Explanation**

As afore-introduced, KRST is able to provide a multi-aspect explanation of the relation prediction results. This is because KRST generates an embedding for each path, allowing us to quantifiably analyze the relations among paths. Although paths are supposed to be similar to the given query triplet, they are not necessarily similar to each other. By grouping them into different clusters, we could provide a multi-aspect comprehensive explanation.

Figure 3 visualizes the clustering results on the reduced dimensions after applying Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) for three different triplets. Clusters are generated using the K-Means algorithm. As shown in Figures 3(a) and 4, KRST successfully provides a multi-aspect explanation for triplet (Atlantic City, Film Genre, Drama) based on the similarity score (pre-processed after min-max scaling). The paths grouped into each cluster are shown in Figure 4 and presented using the same color in Figure 3(a). As shown, the only path in Cluster 3 illustrates the explanation provided by the external knowledge from Netflix that Atlantic City is a Drama available on Netflix. This explanation is straightforward and convincing, and is considered to be the most reliable (score of 1.0). For paths in Clusters 2, explanations are provided using similar films with the same attributes (e.g., language and country), which is similar to the human analogical reasoning. Cluster 0 explains the target triplet using the knowledge of awards won or nominated regarding Atlantic City in three paths, which is a distinctive piece of side information. KRST considers Clusters 2 and 0 as relatively less convincing and assigns relatively lower scores (0.837 and 0.593 on average, respectively). We also input an empty path for comparison, which individually constitutes Cluster 1. KRST correctly gives it the lowest similarity score. In summary, based on Figure 4, we can easily perceive different explanations in the corresponding aspects of Netflix platform, similar films, and awards.

**Conclusion**

In this paper, we propose a novel architecture named KRST which outperforms SOTA models in most transductive and inductive relation prediction tasks (15 of 18). In addition, we perform clustering on KRST generated embeddings and provide a comprehensive multi-aspect explanation. Nonetheless, KRST is a model based on BERT, which requires relatively large memory usage and computational resources. Going forward, we plan to solve this computational intensive issue by proposing a more parameter-efficient model.
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